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Asymmetric doublets in MAS NMR: coherent and
incoherent mechanisms
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It has been long noted that J-resolved doublets observed in solid-state MAS experiments are asymmetric.
The asymmetry has been attributed to a coherent interference effect involving dipolar and CSA interactions.
Recently, Bernd Reif and co-workers suggested that under fast MAS conditions the coherent portion of the
effect is suppressed and it becomes possible to observe an incoherent mechanism reminiscent of TROSY.
The researchers were able to observe the characteristic TROSY-type patterns in 15N–1HN spectra of heavily
deuterated protein samples (Chevlekov, Diehl, and Reif, previous article in this issue). In the present
computer simulation study, we seek to obtain a unified picture of this phenomenon, including both
coherent and incoherent aspects. The chosen model focuses on the 15N–1HN pair from a polycrystalline
sample subject to magic angle spinning. To mimic local dynamics, we assume that the corresponding
peptide plane jumps between two orientations. The simulations demonstrate that this simple model
reproduces both coherent and incoherent behavior, depending on the MAS speed and the time scale of
local dynamics. Furthermore, semianalytical expressions can be derived for both coherent and incoherent
(Redfield) limits. Of particular interest is the possibility to use solution-style Redfield results to probe
internal protein motions, especially slower motions on the nanosecond time scale. Our simulations show
that the differential relaxation measurement permits accurate determination of 15N dipolar-CSA cross
correlations already at moderately high MAS speed (ca 15 kHz). Copyright  2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

KEYWORDS: solid-state MAS spectroscopy; protein dynamics; Redfield theory; dipolar-CSA cross correlations; TROSY;
jump model

INTRODUCTION

Asymmetric J-resolved doublets were first observed in solid-
state magic angle spinning (MAS) spectra of homonuclear
13C–13C systems.1 – 4 For heteronuclear systems involving
protons, such as amide 15N–1HN, these experiments have
been out of reach because of the extensive line broadening.
Recently, however, it has been demonstrated that such
measurements are possible using deuterated samples with
a low content of protons.5 – 8 The detailed report of the
experimental study is published in this issue of the journal
(Chevelkov et al. previous article).9

Traditionally, the doublet asymmetry in MAS measure-
ments has been viewed as a coherent effect, associated with the
interplay of dipolar and CSA interactions. This description is
fully valid for the sample where there is no internal molecu-
lar motion. If, on the other hand, the effects of stochastic local
motion are taken into consideration, then it can be expected
that an incoherent mechanism also contributes to the observed
asymmetry. Indeed, such an incoherent mechanism is well
known in solution-state spectroscopy where it is responsible
for dipolar-CSA cross-correlated cross relaxation.10 – 13
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A number of conceptual and practical questions arise
in connection to this coherent–incoherent dichotomy. Is it
possible to formulate a theoretical treatment embracing both
coherent and incoherent effects? Is it possible to separate
these two effects on the experimental level? These are the
questions that we try to address in the present computer
simulation study.

The coherent mechanism responsible for the doublet
asymmetry in MAS experiments has been analyzed in some
detail.1 – 4,14 Consider amide 15N bonded to 1HN. If the 1H spin
is in the state alpha (spin up), then the local magnetic field
originating from the 15N–1HN dipolar interaction happens to
add constructively with the local magnetic field originating
from the anisotropy of the chemical shift tensor. The
enhanced local field leads to a broad static powder pattern for
the 15N–1HN(alpha) pair. Conversely, in the 15N–1HN(beta)
pair, the CSA and dipolar fields partially cancel each other,
leading to a narrow powder pattern. Thus, the Pake doublet
consists of the two asymmetric components – one broad and
low, the other narrow and tall.14

When magic angle spinning is turned on, the spinning
sidebands retain the asymmetric pattern. In particular, the
two central bands corresponding to the 15N–1HN(alpha) and
15N–1HN(beta) pairs are asymmetric. This is the situation
where the asymmetric J-resolved doublet can be observed
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Figure 1. Simulated 15N MAS spectrum �ωR/2� D 5 kHz�. Top
part – subspectra from 15N–1H

N
(beta) and 15N–1H

N
(alpha)

spin systems; middle part – full spectrum showing complete
spinning sideband pattern; bottom part – expanded view of the
central (0-th order) spinning band, featuring the resolved 15N
doublet. The simulation was carried out for a system without
internal dynamics; other details of the simulation protocol are
described in the text. The results have been validated by
comparison with the L-COMPUTE algorithm by Helmle and
co-workers15.

in the solid-state MAS spectroscopy, as discussed by Harris
and coworkers (see Fig. 1).1

On the other hand, the incoherent mechanism responsible
for asymmetry in the 15N–1HN doublets has been extensively
studied in solution-state spectroscopy on the basis of Red-
field relaxation theory.16,17 In broad terms, the origin of the
asymmetry can be described as follows. Transverse 15N mag-
netization is dephased as a consequence of two consecutive
spin transitions triggered by (stochastically modulated) local
magnetic field. This local field is comprised of the 15N CSA
and dipolar contributions. When the CSA and dipolar com-
ponents add constructively, such as in the 15N–1HN(alpha)
pair, the result is the increase in efficiency of relaxation tran-
sitions, which leads, in turn, to a strongly dephased (i.e.
broad) signal. Conversely, in the 15N–1HN(beta) pair, the
two components of the local field largely cancel out, so that
there is little dephasing and the resonance line is narrow and
tall. This situation has been exploited to great advantage in
the transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy (TROSY)
technique.13,18

From the above discussion, it is clear that it is funda-
mentally one and the same effect – interference of the CSA
and dipolar interactions – that is responsible for the doublet
asymmetry. In what follows, we discuss a simple model,
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Figure 2. The peptide plane jumps between two orientations in
the crystal (C) system of reference. The vector that connects
the two ‘attachment points’ of the peptide plane,
C˛�n� 1�� C˛�n�, plays the role of the hinge axis. Polar angles
�dip D 103° and �CSA D 83° define the orientations of the
15N–1H

N
bond and the unique axis of the 15N CSA tensor

respectively (�dip has been estimated using
ultra-high-resolution set of crystallographic coordinates24;
�CSA is used as reported in the residual dipolar coupling
study25). The peptide plane hops between the two orientations,
colored in red and blue in the plot and referred to as a and b in
the text, with the amplitude of the jump equal to 2. The
populations of the two conformations are assumed to be
equal, with forward and backward exchange rates equal to k.

which allows to reproduce both coherent and incoherent
manifestations of this effect. We further explore a range of
experimental situations that can occur in studies of asym-
metric doublets by means of fast MAS spectroscopy.

MODEL AND SPECTRAL SIMULATIONS

In view of our proclaimed goal, a model of motion is needed
that covers the entire range of dynamic situations: from
a rigid molecule to a molecule experiencing fast internal
motions that fall into the Redfield limit. One class of mod-
els that meets this requirement is based on the stochastic
Liouville equation (SLE) method.19 The SLE formalism had
originally been developed for diffusion-type motions and,
in particular, for slowly tumbling molecules. However, this
approach is computationally expensive and therefore can-
not be easily incorporated into MAS simulation, which is
itself time consuming. A simple alternative is a jump model,
which has been historically introduced to describe chemi-
cal exchange.20 It is well known that exchange models can
successfully describe the entire range of dynamics extend-
ing from a static limit to the Redfield limit. This has been
amply demonstrated in the studies focused on isotropic
chemical shifts and also in the studies concerned with other
interactions, such as quadrupolar.21

For the purpose of this work, we consider a model where
a peptide plane executes small-amplitude ‘rotational jumps’
about the C˛ —C˛ axis. This model is close in spirit to the
1D GAF model by Brüschweiler and Wright.22 Note that fine
details of the motional model are usually inconsequential
when small-amplitude dynamics is analyzed – often the data
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Figure 3. A series of simulated 15N MAS spectra in the
presence of small-amplitude local dynamics in a polycrystalline
sample. Only the central (0-th order) spinning band, featuring
the resolved 15N doublet, is shown in the plot. The amplitude
of motion has been kept constant throughout the simulations,
2 D 28° (corresponding to the generalized order parameter
S2 D 0.82, see below). The equation of motion has been
integrated with a step of 1 µs, short enough to assume that the
MAS Hamiltonian is time independent. This so-called ‘direct’
approach to spectral simulations was chosen over other
computational tools such as Floquet formalism or various
cumulant expansions.28 Powder averaging was carried out
using the sampling scheme by Fliege and Maier.29 The static
magnetic field strength was set to 14.1 T (600 MHz), and the
spin system parameters were JHN D �93 Hz,30

�N D �172 ppm,31 rHN D 1.02 Å. The frequency axis was
directed according to the prescription by Levitt32 (with ppm
values increasing toward the left edge of the graph). The
intensities and linewidths of the alpha and beta lines were
evaluated using the least-square fitting procedure, where the
fitting function consisted of two Lorentzian contours. The
quality of the fitting was very good (not shown) except in the
case of 	ex D 10 µs.

can be interpreted in a model-free fashion.23 The geometry
of the model adopted in this work is shown in Fig. 2.

For two axially symmetric interactions involving the 15N
spin, dipolar (
 D dip) and CSA (
 D CSA), the Hamiltonians
can be represented as follows:

H
�t� D c


2∑
mD�2

��1�mF�m�t�T

m �1�

where

cdip D �
p

6
�0

4�

�I�Sh̄
r3

IS

; cCSA D 2
3

�SB0�S

and
Tdip

0 D 1p
6

�2IzSz � 1
2 �ICS� C I�SC��; TCSA

0 D Sz

Tdip
š1 D Ý1

2 �IšSz C IzSš�; TCSA
š1 D Ý

√
3
8 Sš

Tdip
š2 D 1

2 IšSš.

Here I and S denote 1HN and 15N respectively, �S D
�S
k � �S

? is the anisotropy of the presumed axially symmetric
15N CSA tensor (defined as shielding), and other notations
are standard.26 In order to specify the spatial part of
the Hamiltonians under the conditions of the solid-state
MAS experiment, we employ the following four oft-used
coordinate frames: principal axes frame (P), where the z-
axis coincides with a unique axis of the dipolar or CSA
interaction; crystal frame (C), where the z-axis is along the
C˛�n� 1�-C˛�n� vector (see Fig. 2); rotor frame (R), where the
z-axis is along the MAS spinning axis; and the laboratory
frame, where the z-axis is along the static field B0.

F

m�t�D

2∑
q,pD�2

DL R
p,m �0, ˇMAS, ωRt�DR C

q,p �˛, ˇ, ��DC P
0,q �ϕ, �
, 0�

�2�
Here second-rank Wigner rotation matrices are defined

according to Haeberlen,27 Dm0,m�˛, ˇ, �� D eim0� dm0,m�ˇ�eim˛

(see Table 2.1 in Ref. 27). The matrix describing coor-
dinate transformation from PAS into the crystal frame,
DC P

0,q �ϕ, �
, 0�, is set up according to the model in Fig. 2.
Specifically, �dip and �CSA are time-independent, whereas the
azimuthal angle ϕ (the same for both interactions) alternates
between ϕa D � and ϕb D . Finally, ˇMAS is the magic
angle and ωR is the sample-spinning angular frequency.

In addition to the dipolar and CSA interactions, J-
coupling Hamiltonian is also taken into consideration:

HJ D 2�JISIzSz �3�

Several approximations are made in the following
treatment. First, we neglect the chemical shift difference
between the two peptide plane orientations, a and b, Fig. 2.
The main reason for making this approximation is that we
wish to focus on the study of dipolar-CSA effects and avoid
interference from (trivial) lineshape variations associated
with the chemical exchange. Besides, in this study, we are
primarily interested in faster (submicrosecond) forms of local
dynamics. For motions on this time scale, the modulation of
isotropic chemical shift leads only to a small amount of line
broadening that can be safely ignored.

Second, we retain only the secular parts of the Hdip and
HCSA interactions. This approximation is standard for anal-
yses of heteronuclear spin pairs in solid-state experiments.
In the context of the present analysis, however, it comes at
a price. Specifically, when dipolar and CSA interactions are
modulated by very fast stochastic dynamics (Redfield limit),
the nonsecular contributions become comparable to secular.
Thus, the expressions for Redfield-theory relaxation rates
include not only J(0) (a spectral density at zero frequency
which originates from the secular portion of the Hamilto-
nian) but also other terms such as J�ωN�, which arise from
nonsecular components. Those nonsecular contributions are
sacrificed in our numeric simulations for the sake of com-
putational speed. Note, however, that the results of our
simulations can still be compared with the predictions of
the Redfield theory so long as the comparison is limited to
the J(0) term. Also, in one of the following sections, which
is devoted to the Redfield-type treatment, this restriction
is lifted.
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The evolution of the spin system, including the dynamics
(exchange) effects, is treated in the Liouville space endowed
with the standard operator basis:

fSa
C C 2Sa

CIa
z, Sa
C � 2Sa

CIa
z, Sb
C C 2Sb

CIb
z, Sb
C � 2Sb

CIb
zg �4�

where the superscripts a and b are used to distinguish two
peptide plane orientations. In what follows, the operator
modes SC C 2SCIz and SC � 2SCIz are termed alpha and beta
respectively (this nomenclature refers to the spin states of
the proton; the descriptors alpha/beta are distinctive from
˛/ˇ, which are reserved for Euler angles). In solution-state
spectroscopy, alpha and beta are frequently referred to as
anti-TROSY and TROSY components. Although these terms
are convenient, they imply a specific – incoherent – origin of
the asymmetry effect and, therefore, are not quite suitable
for the purpose of the present discussion.

The Liouville superoperator matrix in the basis of Eqn (4)
is

 D �i




ωa
CSA C ωa

dip C �JIS 0 0 0
0 ωa

CSA � ωa
dip � �JIS 0 0

0 0 ωb
CSA C ωb

dip C �JIS 0
0 0 0 ωb

CSA � ωb
dip � �JIS


 �5�

C



�k 0 k 0
0 �k 0 k
k 0 �k 0
0 k 0 �k
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 Ra
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0 0 Rb
 Rb



0 0 Rb
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where ωCSA D cCSAFCSA
0 �t� and ωdip D �cdip/

p
6�Fdip

0 �t�
are time-modulated frequencies, which differ between the
conformations a and b: in the former case, the expression
for F0�t� contains ϕa D �, and in the latter case ϕb D ,
see Eqn (2). k is the exchange rate, which is related to the
exchange correlation time as k D 1/�2	ex�. The last term in
Eqn (5) represents additional broadening mechanisms and
is comprised of combined in-phase and antiphase rates,
R D �R�SC�C R�2SCIz��/2, R D �R�SC�� R�2SCIz��/2. It is
assumed that the decay of antiphase coherence is caused
in part by spin diffusion involving the amide proton (I).
The resulting magnetization leakage is approximated by
setting R�2Sa

CIa
z� D R�2Sb

CIb
z� D 4 s�1 according to preliminary

experimental data from a sample with a high level of
deuteration (Chevelkov and Reif, personal communicaton).
At the same time, the in-phase rates are set to zero,
R�Sa

C� D R�Sb
C� D 0. Indeed, the dephasing of nitrogen

magnetization is caused by dipolar and CSA interactions,
which are explicitly included in Eqn (5). Hence, there is no
need to include an additional leakage term.

The equation of motion with the superoperator matrix
Eqn (5) can be numerically integrated in a standard fashion.
The series of spectra generated in this manner for variable
	ex and ωR is shown in Fig. 3. Note that the only meaningful
distinction between the alpha and beta lines in Eqn (5) is
the different relative sign of ωCSA and ωdip. Hence, the only
fundamental reason for a difference in behavior of the two
doublet components is the interplay between the CSA and
dipolar interactions, as discussed in the Introduction.

It is convenient to examine the graph in Fig. 3 row by
row.

(i) The top row illustrates the case when local dynamics
is exceedingly slow, 	ex D 10 s (this case is equivalent to a
situation where dynamics is absent altogether). At low MAS
rates, ωR/2� D 5 kHz, one observes a strongly asymmetric
doublet. The effect is entirely coherent in origin and is due
to the fact that the intensity of the alpha and beta subspectra
is unevenly distributed among the spinning sidebands (cf
Fig. 1). As MAS rate is increased, the sidebands disappear
and the central doublet is rendered symmetric. This is simply
a consequence of coherent averaging whereby fast magic
angle spinning efficiently scales down both dipolar and CSA
interactions. In the next section, we present the semianalytical
expressions, which address the case of no internal dynamics.

(ii) The second row illustrates the situation where
relatively slow dynamics, 	exωdip/CSA × 1, leads to the
increased doublet asymmetry. It appears that this case

has not been investigated experimentally. From a practical
standpoint, an experimental study will likely be difficult
because at 	ex ¾ 10 ms the lines are usually broadened due
to modulation of isotropic chemical shift.

(iii) The third row illustrates the coalescence regime
	exωdip/CSA ¾ 1. Spectral lines are severely broadened due
to modulation of dipolar and CSA interactions by internal
motion.

(iv) The fourth row corresponds to the Redfield regime,
	exωdip/CSA − 1. At lower spinning rates, ωR/2� D 5 kHz,
the doublet asymmetry is caused by both coherent and inco-
herent mechanisms. As MAS rate is increased, the coherent
portion is eliminated. At 50-kHz spinning speed, the asym-
metry is almost entirely of incoherent origin. In one of the
following sections, we demonstrate that the asymmetry can
be correctly predicted using the Redfield-theory treatment.
With correlation time 	ex D 10 ns, the cross-correlation effect
is sufficiently large to produce the highly asymmetric spectral
pattern (rightmost panel in the fourth row).

(v) The fifth row is similar to the fourth row, except
the correlation time is much shorter, 	ex D 10 ps. Under
these conditions, the cross-correlation effect is small, and the
asymmetry cannot be easily detected (rightmost panel in the
fifth row).

The two panels in the upper and lower right corners
of Fig. 3 illustrate the effect of coherent and incoherent
averaging respectively.33 In both cases, the observed doublet
patterns are sharp and symmetric. Note that coherent
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Figure 4. A series of simulated 15N MAS spectra in the
presence of small-amplitude local dynamics in a polycrystalline
sample. The angle �dip,CSA is forcibly changed by varying �CSA

while maintaining �dip constant, see Fig. 2. The MAS frequency
ωR/2� is 15 kHz; other simulation parameters are the same as
in Fig. 3.

averaging is already achieved on the time scale �ωR/2���1 ¾
10 µs, whereas the incoherent averaging requires a much
faster process, 	ex ¾ 10 ps. In between these two limiting
cases, the efficiency of the MAS averaging is undermined
by internal dynamics, as evidenced by the broadened and
asymmetric spectral patterns (cf right column in Fig. 3). A
failure of coherent averaging schemes in the presence of
random motion is, of course, a general feature – this is the
reason why MAS spectroscopy cannot be used to improve
the severely broadened spectra of very large molecules in
solution.

One important observation needs to be made with regard
to Fig. 3. Let us focus for a moment on the fourth row in the
plot, where internal dynamics falls in the Redfield regime
and the cross-correlation effects are sufficiently large to allow
for experimental detection. The intensity ratio of the alpha
and beta components changes along this row as 0.110, 0.342,
0.385, and 0.395, gradually approaching the value predicted
by the Redfield-theory treatment (0.401). Hence, only at
higher MAS rates the spectra reflect pure cross-correlation
effects akin to TROSY. At lower rates, ωR/2� � 15 kHz, the
data are significantly affected by the coherent dipolar-CSA
interference. Generally, lineshape analysis is not well suited
for studies of cross correlations. In what follows, we discuss
an alternative approach that can be successfully employed
already with moderately fast MAS, ωR/2� ¾ 15 kHz.9

In addition to Fig. 3, we also investigated the dependence
of spectral patterns on the angle that the dipolar interaction

makes with the unique axis of the CSA tensor, �dip,CSA.
In actual peptides, this angle remains nearly constant (to
within several degrees).25,34 Nevertheless, we choose to vary
this parameter in order to obtain better insight into the
‘addition/subtraction’ of the local fields associated with the
CSA and dipolar interactions. The results of these simulations
are presented in Fig. 4.

For a pair of axially symmetric second-rank tensors, such
as the dipolar and CSA interactions, the relative projection
is defined as d0,0��dip,CSA� D P2�cos �dip,CSA� (where P2�x� D
�3x2 � 1�/2 is the second-order Legendre polynomial). On a
qualitative level, it can therefore be expected that the doublet
asymmetry disappears when �dip,CSA D 54.7° (magic angle),
as the CSA and dipolar interactions are ‘orthogonal’ in this
situation. If the angle is increased further, to �dip,CSA D 90°,
the asymmetry of the doublet should be reversed, i.e.
the alpha component resonating at 46.5 Hz (at lower ppm
value) should become the taller and sharper of the two.
These qualitative predictions coincide with the familiar
Redfield-theory result, which states that the dipolar-CSA
cross correlations are proportional to P2�cos �dip,CSA� for a
rigid molecule isotropically tumbling in solution.

In Fig. 4, however, we find certain deviations from the
predicted pattern. For instance, a doublet with intensity ratio
0.66 is observed in the case when �dip,CSA D 54.7°, 	ex D 10 ns
(fourth row, middle column in the plot). The value 0.66,
which is essentially independent of the MAS speed, differs
significantly from the expected ratio, 1.0. The reason for this
apparent discrepancy is that the cross-correlation effects in
our model originate from strongly anisotropic local motion,
see Fig. 2. Mathematically this can be appreciated from the
explicit Redfield-theory analysis, which is presented at a later
point in the text.

COHERENT LIMIT

In formulating our model, we assumed that the two
conformations, a and b, are degenerate with respect to
chemical shift. If so, then in the limit of very slow motion
(k− R) the conformational species a and b produce identical
spectra. In fact, the same spectrum can be generated by
considering a single type of conformational species with
ϕ D 0 � D 0�. Hence, in this situation, the exchange can be
neglected altogether.

Two simplifications can be subsequently made in the
superoperator Eqn (5). First, the exchange part can be
dropped according to the discussion above. Second, off-
diagonal terms R in the relaxation matrix can be dropped
as well. The latter is possible because these terms are
nonsecular and couple two lines resonating at different
frequencies. Specifically, this approximation is justified when
R − 2�JHN – which is automatically fulfilled as long as
the lines in the doublet are sufficiently well resolved.
(Note that in this respect transverse cross correlations are
different from longitudinal: the latter are strongly affected
by the R term.35) Having made these simplifications,
we are left with the superoperator, which commutes
with itself at different moments in time. Furthermore,
the remaining part of the relaxation matrix is trivial

Copyright  2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Magn. Reson. Chem. 2007; 45: S161–S173
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Figure 5. Asymmetry of the 15N doublet, salpha/sbeta, in the limit of coherent evolution (very slow internal dynamics or no dynamics)
as a function of (a) MAS speed and (b) the angle between the dipolar and CSA axes. The curves are generated according to
Eqns (8–10) for the beta component and their equivalents for the alpha component. The circles in panels (a) and (b) represent the
intensity ratios evaluated directly from the spectra as shown in the top rows of Figs 3 and 4 respectively. To obtain the intensities,
the simulated spectra were fitted with a combination of two Lorentzians. Of note, the linewidths of the beta and alpha components in
the coherent limit are equal. This feature has been previously discussed in relation to the entire spinning sideband manifold.2,4 This
is in contrast to the TROSY-type doublets, which display differential line broadening.

(proportional to the unity matrix) and therefore can be
ignored. At this point, standard methods can be used
to evaluate the relative intensities of the two lines in
the doublet.36,37 Let us focus for a moment on the beta
line that appears at the frequency JHN/2 D �46.5 Hz. The
intensity of the NMR spectrum at this frequency is given
by

sbeta D 1
8�2

∫ 2�

0
d�

∫ �

0
sin ˇdˇ

∫ 2�

0
d˛

ð Re
{∫ 1

0
e�i��˛CωRt,ˇ,����˛,ˇ,���e�i2��JHN/2�tdt

}
�6�

where the outer three integrals represent the powder averag-
ing and the inner integral is from the Fourier transformation
of the time-domain signal taken at the frequency JHN/2.
�˛C ωRt, ˇ, ����˛, ˇ, �� is the phase acquired by the
beta coherence precessing at the (time-modulated) angular
frequency ωCSA � ωdip � �JHN (cf. Equation (5)):

�˛C ωRt, ˇ, ����˛, ˇ, ��

D
∫ t

0
�ωCSA�˛CωRt0, ˇ, ���ωdip�˛CωRt0, ˇ, ����JHN�dt0 �7�

Upon substitution of Eqn (7) into Eqn (6), the terms
containing JHN cancel out. At this point, several standard
manipulations can be performed on Eqn (6) making use of
the periodicity property for  and replacing the integration
variable t with Q̨ D ˛C ωRt,37 leading to the final result:

sbeta D 1
4�

∫ 2�

0
d�

∫ �

0
sin ˇdˇjQ�ˇ, ��j2 �8�

Q�ˇ, �� D 1
2�

∫ 2�

0
e�i�˛,ˇ,��d˛ �9�

�˛, ˇ, ��

D

cCSA

∑
q,p

dp,0�ˇMAS�dq,p�ˇ�d0,q��CSA�
sin�p˛C q��

pωR




�

�cdip/

p
6�

∑
q,p

dp,0�ˇMAS�dq,p�ˇ�d0,q��dip�
sin�p˛C q��

pωR




�10�

The result for the intensity of the alpha component, salpha,
is different only in that the minus sign on the r.h.s. of
Eqn (10) should be replaced with the plus (cf the precession
frequencies: ωCSA � ωdip � �JHN and ωCSA C ωdip C �JHN for
beta and alpha coherences respectively). Thus, the ratio
salpha/sbeta can be evaluated numerically without resorting
to matrix manipulations. The results of such calculations are
shown in Fig. 5.

REDFIELD REGIME

We start by deriving the Redfield-theory result for dipolar-
CSA cross-correlated cross relaxation in spinning solids.
The derivation closely follows the one by Torchia and
Szabo38 except the cross correlations are treated instead
of the auto correlations and the model of the local
dynamics is slightly altered. In accordance with the general
formulation of the Redfield theory, stochastic modulation
of spin interactions must be incorporated directly in
the Hamiltonians. This can be achieved by replacing
the argument ϕ in F


m�t�, Eqn (2), with ϕ�t�. The time
dependence in ϕ�t� describes stochastic transitions between
the two conformations, ϕ D  and ϕ D �. With this
substitution, the cross correlation between the dipolar and
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Figure 6. Distribution of the coefficients wm�ˇ, �� in a powder (microcrystalline) sample. Generated using Eqn (16) for the geometry
shown in Fig. 2, with 2 D 28°. Green vertical lines mark the value w, Eqn (20). In generating these histograms, 100 000 randomly
oriented vectors were used to sample, in a uniform fashion, the surface of the unit sphere.

CSA interactions can be spelled out as

gdip,CSA
m �	� D< Fdip

m �t�FCSAŁ
m �tC 	� >

D
2∑

q,pD�2
q0 ,p0D�2

< DL R
p,m �0, ˇMAS, ωRt�DR C

q,p �˛, ˇ, ��

ðDC P
0,q �ϕ�t�, �dip, 0�DL RŁ

p0,m0 �0, ˇMAS, ωR�tC 	��

ðDR CŁ
q0,p0 �˛, ˇ, ��DC PŁ

0,q0 �ϕ�tC 	�, �CSA, 0� > �11�

The result pertains to a crystallite with orientation
(˛, ˇ, �); angular brackets denote averaging with regard to t.
Note that in calculating the cross-correlated cross relaxation
rates, the two correlation functions appear alongside in
the Redfield-theory calculations, gdip,CSA

m �	� and gCSA,dip
m �	�.

The latter can be obtained from the former by a trivial
permutation on the r.h.s. of Eqn (11).

At this point, consider two rate constants that are present
in the problem: the rate of exchange, k, and the sample spin-
ning rate, ωR/2�. For the Redfield theory to be valid, k should
meet the following condition: k × cdip/2� D 28.1 kHz. Since
in practice the attainable MAS rates do not exceed ca. 50 kHz,
this automatically means that k× ωR/2�. If so, then the time-
average can first be calculated for the fast 2-site exchange
process (assuming that a given crystallite is static), and then
extended to address a much slower modulation associated
with the sample spinning. After a simple rearrangement, the
cross-correlation function becomes

gdip,CSA
m �	� D

2∑
q,pD�2

q0 ,p0D�2

< DL R
p,m �0, ˇMAS, ωRt�

ðDL RŁ
p0,m0 �0, ˇMAS, ωR�tC 	��

ðDR C
q,p �˛, ˇ, ��DR CŁ

q0,p0 �˛, ˇ, ��

ð dC P
0,q ��dip�dC P

0,q0 ��CSA�q,q0 �t, tC 	� > �12�

q,q0 �t, tC 	� D< eiqϕ�t�e�iq0ϕ�tC	� > �13�

The correlation function in Eqn (13) for the 2-site jump
model can be readily calculated using the previously
reported formalism.38 – 40 Assuming that the two confor-
mations are equally populated, one obtains for the model
illustrated in Fig. 2:

q,q0 �t, tC 	� D q,q0 �	� D cos�q� cos�q0�

C e�2k	 sin�q� sin�q0� �14�

Only the second, time-dependent, portion of the corre-
lation function in Eqn (14) contributes to the Redfield-type
relaxation rates.

Having dealt with the time dependence arising from
the fast exchange process, we can return to Eqn (11) and
address the time dependence associated with sample spin-
ning. Assuming that the MAS rate is much higher than the
rate of the dipolar-CSA cross correlation (justified a posteriori),
it is permissible to perform the averaging over a single MAS
period. The integration with respect to ωRt leads to the dis-
appearance of the terms with p 6D p0 in the sum, Eqn (12). The
remaining phase factor exp��ipωR	� can be approximated as
1 because the correlation function decays over the time inter-
val which is much shorter than the MAS period, k× ωR/2�.
Finally, combining the correlation functions gdip,CSA

m �	� and
gCSA,dip

m �	� and retaining the time-dependent part of q,q0 �	�,
one obtains

Gm�	� D wm�ˇ, ��e�2k	 �15�

wm�ˇ, �� D
2∑

q,q0,pD�2

fdp,m�ˇMAS�g2dq,p�ˇ�dq0,p�ˇ�ei�q�q0��

ð fd0,q��dip�d0,q0��CSA�C d0,q��CSA�d0,q0 ��dip�g
ð sin q sin q0 �16�

By relabeling the summation indices, it can be easily
established that wm�ˇ, �� is real. It is also straightforward to
show that w�m�ˇ, �� D wm�ˇ, ��. Finally, the Redfield-theory
result for the dipolar-CSA cross-correlated cross relaxation
reads as follows:12,41

��ˇ, �� D
p

6
24

cdipcCSAf4J0�0�C 3J1�ωN�g �17�

Jm�ω� D wm�ˇ, ��
	ex

1C ω2	2
ex

�18�

The coefficients wm�ˇ, �� scale the relaxation rates depend-
ing on the orientation of crystallite relative to the rotor
frame. To determine the relaxation response from the sam-
ple, one has to sum multiple exponentials originating from
the individual crystallites, exp����ˇ, ��t�.38,42

In one important case, however, the treatment can be
simplified. If the experiment focuses on the initial portion
of the relaxation profile, exp����ˇ, ��t� ³ 1� ��ˇ, ��t, then
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powder averaging can be applied directly to the relaxation
rates (i.e. to the scaling coefficients wm�ˇ, ��). Making use
of the orthogonality relationship for Wigner matrices and
then performing the summation over p,43 we arrive at the
following result:

Jm�ω� D w
	ex

1C ω2	2
ex

�19�

w D 2
5

2∑
qD�2

d0,q��dip�d0,q��CSA� sin2 q �20�

This result closely resembles the expression that can be
obtained in solution-state relaxation analyses (except that
the part of the correlation function which is modulated by
the overall molecular tumbling is absent).38 It also provides
the opportunity to introduce the operational definition of the
order parameter:

S2 D

2∑
qD�2

d0,q��dip�d0,q��CSA� cos2 q

2∑
qD�2

d0,q��dip�d0,q��CSA�

D

2∑
qD�2

d0,q��dip�d0,q��CSA� cos2 q

P2�cos �dip,CSA�
�21�

According to Eqn (21), the jump amplitude 2 D 28°

used in the simulations throughout this paper corresponds
to S2 D 0.82.

It is instructive to test the validity of approximation
leading from Eqn (16) to Eqn (20). In Fig. 6, we present
the histogram for wm�ˇ, �� generated over the surface of
a unit sphere �ˇ, ��. Clearly, the values of wm form broad
distributions: in particular, w0 varies by a factor of 10.
This means that the cross-correlated rates � associated with
individual crystallites can be vastly different. In what follows,
we examine the effect of ��ˇ, �� distribution on observable
spectra and measurable decay rates.

SPECTRAL SIMULATIONS USING REDFIELD
THEORY

The Redfield-theory treatment described in the previous
section can be expanded to simulate MAS spectra such as
those shown in Fig. 3. In doing so, we suggest that under
the conditions of (i) fast internal motion and (ii) fast MAS,
the dipolar and CSA interactions make their presence felt
only through Redfield-type relaxation terms. Furthermore,
we neglect the small relaxation terms that couple alpha
and beta lines precessing at different frequencies (these
neglected terms include R, as well as small dipolar and CSA
contributions). Under these assumptions, the free induction
decay can be represented as a sum of two components:

FID D �falpha�t�C fbeta�t��/2 �22�

falpha/beta�t� D 1
4�

∫ 2�

0
d�

∫ �

0
sin ˇdˇ exp

(
Ýi�JHNt

�
(

Rdip
2 �ˇ, ��C RCSA

2 �ˇ, ��š ��ˇ, ��C R

)
t
)
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Figure 7. A series of 15N MAS spectra simulated using the
Redfield-theory approach. Column (a): the simulations are
based on Eqn (22). Column (b): the same as (a), except that
only the J0�0� terms are retained in the relaxation rate
constants. Column (c): the same as (a), except that initial slope
approximation is used for all relaxation rate constants.

The expressions for orientation-dependent dipolar and
CSA transverse relaxation rates, Rdip

2 �ˇ, �� and RCSA
2 �ˇ, ��,

can be derived along the same lines as the above result for
��ˇ, ��. For the sake of completeness, the relevant formulas
are listed below:

Rdip
2 �ˇ, �� D 1

24
c2

dipf4J0�0�C J0�ωH � ωN�

C 3J1�ωN�C 3J1�ωH�C 6J2�ωH C ωN�g �23�

RCSA
2 �ˇ, �� D 1

4
c2

CSAf4J0�0�C 3J1�ωN�g �24�

Jm�ω� D vm�ˇ, ��
	ex

1C ω2	2
ex

�25�

vm�ˇ, �� D
2∑

q,q0,pD�2

fdp,m�ˇMAS�g2dq,p�ˇ�dq0,p�ˇ� cos��q� q0���

ð d0,q��
�d0,q0 ��
� sin q sin q0 �26�

Nv D 1
5

2∑
qD�2

d0,q��
�d0,q��
� sin2 q �27�

The coefficients vm�ˇ, �� are calculated with �
 D �dip or
�
 D �CSA, depending on the rate constant in question. In the
case when the initial slope approximation is applied, vm�ˇ, ��
is replaced with v.

The calculated FID, Eqn (22), can be readily Fourier trans-
formed, leading to the asymmetric doublet pattern where
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Figure 8. Asymmetry of the 15N doublet, salpha/sbeta, as a function of (a) MAS speed, (b) the angle between the dipolar and CSA
axes, and (c) exchange correlation time. Red curves represent the results of the Redfield-theory treatment (derived from the spectra
such as shown in Fig. 7, column (b)). Green curves represent the simplified solution based on the initial slope approximation (cf
spectra in Fig. 7, column (c)). Blue circles represent the outcome of numeric simulations (cf. spectra in Figs 3 and 4). The parameters
used in the simulations are as follows: (a) 	ex D 10 ns, �dip,CSA D 20°; (b) ωR/2� D 100 kHz, 	ex D 10 ns; (c) ωR/2� D 100 kHz,
�dip,CSA D 20°. Other parameters are the same as described in the caption of Fig. 3.

each line is comprised of multiple Lorentzians. The results
are shown in Fig. 7. In principle, the spectra generated in
this fashion can be compared with the results of extended
numeric simulations, Fig. 3. Specifically, the leftmost column
from Fig. 7 can be compared with the rightmost column in
Fig. 3, which corresponds to the ultrafast MAS conditions.
Such a comparison shows that for 	ex D 10 ps and 10 ns, the
spectra appear very similar, whereas for 	ex ½ 10 µs the Red-
field approach breaks down and cannot correctly reproduce
the spectra. The failure of the Redfield formalism in the slow
motion regime is the intrinsic feature of the theory.44

As a next step, we would like to move beyond the visual
inspection and perform a quantitative comparison of the
spectra. At this point, however, it should be recalled that in
our numeric simulations, Figs 3 and 4, we used the truncated
version of the dipolar and CSA Hamiltonians. Therefore,
in order to obtain a clean comparison, the Redfield-theory
results should be adjusted accordingly. Specifically, only the
J0�0� terms should be retained in the expressions for ��ˇ, ��,
Rdip

2 �ˇ, ��, and RCSA
2 �ˇ, ��.

Pursuing this agenda, we regenerated the spectra using
the truncated versions of the relaxation rates (Fig. 7, column
(b)). This step deserves some additional comments. First,

it is needed only for the purpose of comparison, as
we seek to confirm the agreement between the Redfield-
theory treatment and the numeric simulation using matrix
propagators. Second, the predicted doublet patterns remain
essentially unchanged when spectral densities other than
J0�0� are discarded (cf columns (a) and (b) in Fig. 7). This
is indeed not surprising – when 	ex is equal to 10 ns, the
relaxation rates �, Rdip

2 , and RCSA
2 are all dominated by J0�0� (on

the other hand, when 	ex D 10 ps, these rates are negligibly
small). Thus, the approximation involving J0�0� plays mainly
a technical role and has no major significance in the context
of the present analyses.

We used the spectra such as those shown in Fig. 7, column
(b), and in Fig. 3 to perform a quantitative comparison. As
before, we focused on the line intensity ratio, salpha/sbeta,
to characterize the spectra. The results are presented in
Fig. 8. First of all, the data demonstrate that there is
indeed an excellent agreement between the outcome of the
numeric simulations and the Redfield-theory treatment. This
agreement, however, is only achieved under ultrafast MAS
conditions, ωR/2� D 100 kHz. In contrast, at moderately
high MAS rates, there are significant deviations between
the numeric results and the Redfield-theory predictions (see
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Figure 9. The doublet asymmetry, salpha/sbeta, as a function of time . The data are simulated according to Eqn (28) or, alternatively,
approximate Eqn (29) (red and green curves, respectively) for 	ex D 10 ps and 10 ns. The two outcomes illustrated in this figure are
characteristic of the systems in the extreme narrowing limit, ωN	ex − 1, and in the macromolecular limit, ωN	ex × 1. These
outcomes are, in a good approximation, insensitive to variation of other model parameters, such as .

panel (a) in Fig. 8). For example, at ωR/2� D 15 kHz, the
actual asymmetry of the doublet is 15% lower than the value
predicted by the Redfield theory.

salpha/sbeta

D ∫ 2�
0 d�

∫ �
0 sin ˇdˇ exp

(
�

(
Rdip

2 �ˇ, ��C RCSA
2 �ˇ, ��C ��ˇ, ��

)
t
)

�28�

/
∫ 2�

0 d�
∫ �

0 sin ˇdˇ exp
(
�

(
Rdip

2 �ˇ, ��C RCSA
2 �ˇ, ��� ��ˇ, ��

)
t
)

In the context of dynamics studies, it is clearly desirable
to stay within the framework of the Redfield formalism.
From this perspective, the lineshape analysis is not the
most attractive option. In the next section, we discuss the
measurement scheme that is better suited for measurement
of cross-correlation effects in solids.9

DIFFERENTIAL RELAXATION
MEASUREMENTS

There are a number of different ways to probe the dipolar-
CSA cross-correlation effects. The simplest method relies on
difference in line widths between the two components of
asymmetric doublet. In practice, however, it is difficult to
quantify small line width variations. Alternatively, many
experiments target the transfer of magnetization from the
in-phase SC coherence to the antiphase 2SCIz.12,41 In the
context of this study, we focus on the experimental scheme
that monitors the differential relaxation of the two doublet
components, SC C 2SCIz and SC � 2SCIz (alpha and beta lines).
This scheme has been used for measuring dipolar-CSA cross
correlations in the experimental study by Chevelkov et al.9

(previous article in this issue of the journal).
Consider the pulse sequence where alpha and beta

components evolve through the spin-echo period, /2�
180°�S��/2, followed by the indirect-dimension evolution
period.45 The 180° pulse in the middle of the spin-echo
element suppresses the 15N chemical shift and 15N–1HN

scalar coupling evolution, while preserving the cross-
correlated cross relaxation �. Using this sequence, a series of
spectra are recorded for different settings of  and the ratios

salpha/sbeta are extracted from these spectra. The resulting
decay profile, salpha/sbeta versus , can be modeled based on
Eqn (22):

Furthermore, if the initial-slope approximation is applied,
Eqn (28) is reduced to

salpha/sbeta D exp��2�� �29�

where � is calculated according to Eqns (17, 19) and the decay
profile, salpha/sbeta versus , is assumed to be normalized such
that it originates at 1.0.

The quality of the approximation in Eqn (29) relative
to the more rigorous result in Eqn (28) is illustrated in
Fig. 9. As it turns out, in the case of fast internal dynamics,
	ex D 10 ps, the results are nearly identical. On the other
hand, for slower motions, 	ex D 10 ns, there is an appreciable
difference. Specifically, the effective decay rates, as obtained
from single-exponential fitting of the data in the right
half of Fig. 9, differ by 11%. Of course, any such estimate
depends on the sampling of the decay profile. In practice,
only the initial portion of the curve can be monitored – the
observations at longer  are not feasible because both
components of the doublet are subject to relatively fast
relaxation Rdip

2 C RCSA
2 C R. Fortunately, the initial portion

of the decay curve is very well reproduced by the initial slope
approximation (cf. red and green profiles in the right half
of Fig. 9). Thus, the initial slope approximation discussed
by Torchia and Szabo38 is directly relevant for the current
measurement scheme.

The two panels in Fig. 9 represent two characteristic
cases that are likely to be encountered in studies of
backbone dynamics in solids. The data in the left panel
are generated using the following motional parameters:
 D 14°�S2 D 0.82�, 	ex D 10 ps. These values are typical
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Figure 10. The doublet asymmetry salpha/sbeta as a function of time  simulated for the /2� 180° �/2� t1 measurement
scheme, 	ex D 10 ns. The data represented by circles are from the numeric simulation. The data represented by curves are generated
according to Eqn (28), where only the terms proportional to J0�0� are retained in the expressions for relaxation rate constants.

for solution-state 15N relaxation studies of globular proteins
and are characteristic of small-amplitude fast motions of a
peptide plane. It can be fully expected that such fast local
dynamics are also present in the solid-state samples, assuming
that (i) the solid sample is well hydrated and (ii) solid-state
measurements are conducted near room temperature. As it
turns out, the cross-correlation effect in this situation is far
too small to be observed experimentally (� D 0.003 s�1 for the
data in the left half of Fig. 9). It can therefore be suggested
that, for most of the residues, and especially for highly
constrained residues from secondary-structure elements, the
effect is beyond the detection limit of the modern MAS
experiments.

The right panel in Fig. 9 represents a different type of
dynamic behavior. In this case, the correlation time of the
local motion is 1000-times longer, 	ex D 10 ns. Nanosecond
motions in proteins have been detected both by solution-46,47

and solid-state methods.42,48 – 50 These motions are usually
associated with loops and termini. (They can also occur in
the structured regions, but the corresponding amplitudes
appear to be small in this case.51) For the data shown in
the right panel of Fig. 9, the calculated cross-correlation rate
constant is � D 2.0 s�1. The effect of this magnitude lends
itself to experimental observation. Thus, we conclude that the
MAS experiment employing the /2� 180° �/2 element
should allow for experimental detection of dipolar-CSA cross
correlations in solids. The effect is likely to be limited to a
small number of residues featuring a significant amount of

nanosecond time-scale dynamics. These residues are most
likely to be found in the loops and terminal regions.

It is useful to verify the results of Fig. 9 by comparing
them with the outcome of the full-fledged numeric simu-
lation. For this purpose, the program used for lineshape
simulations has been expanded. The new program traces
the propagation of the spin density matrix during the spin-
echo period /2� 180° �/2 and the subsequent evolution
period t1. The resulting time-domain response is Fourier-
transformed to produce a spectrum similar to that shown
in Fig. 3. The simulated doublet is consequently fitted with
a pair of Lorentzians and the ratio salpha/sbeta is obtained.
The simulations are then repeated for different lengths of
the relaxation period , yielding the differential relaxation
curve (blue circles in Fig. 10).

The inspection of Fig. 10 reveals that, at low spinning
speed, ωR/2� D 5 kHz, a sizeable discrepancy still exists
between the predictions of the Redfield theory and the
results of the numeric simulations. However, already for
ωR/2� D 15 kHz the agreement becomes excellent. The
significance of this result is that already at moderately high
spinning speed, the /2� 180° �/2� t1 measurement
scheme delivers the data that are fully consistent with the
Redfield-theory predictions. This is in favorable contrast to
the lineshape analyses discussed in the previous section.
From the experimental standpoint, this means that the cross-
correlation effects can be conveniently studied without the
need for ultra-fast MAS.
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Figure 10 illustrates the experimentally relevant situa-
tion, where 	ex D 10 ns. The same trends, however, are
observed in the case of fast local dynamics, 	ex D 10 ps (not
shown). Of note, the decay profiles similar to those shown
in Fig. 10 can be also obtained for systems with much slower
dynamics, which fall on the ‘slow’ side of the coalescence
point (cf spectra in the second row of Fig. 3). This latter
case, though, is of limited practical interest – the spectra of
the systems undergoing exchange on the scale of 10 ms are
usually badly broadened due to chemical shift modulation.
It is worth mentioning, however, that the problem of distin-
guishing between the ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ exchange regimes is a
familiar one.52,53 In the context of the present study, temper-
ature dependence could, in principle, be used to resolve the
ambiguity.

CONCLUSIONS

Throughout its history, solid-state NMR has been an
extremely valuable source of information on molecular
dynamics.21,54 The development of fast MAS probes opened
the way to high-resolution spectroscopy of biological macro-
molecules, including proteins. Progress in the development
of pulse sequences and isotopic labeling schemes made it
possible to target the entire gamut of protein spin systems.
Today, solid-state MAS measurements can be used to probe
protein dynamics on a per-residue basis much in the same
fashion as solution-state spectroscopy.42,55

Particularly attractive is the possibility to interpret the
data from solid-state MAS relaxation measurements within
the framework of the Redfield formalism. The apparatus of
the Redfield theory and a variety of adjunct motional models
were developed primarily for use in solution-state studies.
When these results are adapted for solid-state applications,
it is important to be aware of their potential limitations.

In this communication, we focus on one particular
application concerned with asymmetric 15N–1HN doublets.
In solutions, the observations of asymmetric 15N–1HN

doublets let to invention of the popular TROSY technique.13

The original TROSY experiment can be fully understood
on the basis of the Redfield theory. In solids, however, the
situation is more complex: the asymmetry may arise through
coherent as well as incoherent (Redfield) mechanisms. Here
we demonstrated that both mechanisms can be reproduced
within one simple computational model. On the basis of this
model, useful semianalytical expressions can be obtained for
both the coherent limit and the Redfield limit.

Focusing on the Redfield limit, we found that /2�
180° �/2� t1 measurement scheme, as used by Reif and
coworkers,9 is well suited for measuring the dipolar-CSA
cross-correlation effects. While the decay profiles recorded
in this MAS experiment are, strictly speaking, multiexpo-
nential, they can be also analyzed with reasonable accu-
racy (several percentage points) using the monoexponential
approximation.38,42 Such a simplified treatment is closely
related to the solution-state relaxation analyses. In practice,
it is expected that the dipolar-CSA cross-correlation effects
can be reliably measured for those amide sites that are
involved in nanosecond time-scale local motions. This is par-
ticularly promising since studies of nanosecond dynamics

by solution-state methods are often faced with significant
challenges.47,56,57
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